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Davory Activation Code

1. Make your
computer bootable
from CD 2. Restore all
your deleted or
formatted files from
NTFS, FAT and other
file systems 3.
Recover even deep-
located files 4.
Recover files from
removable drives and
from multiple sources
5. Find lost files and
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folders 6. Fix bad
sectors 7. Find all the
lost files and folder
and more. 8. Recover
Your Files From WAV,
AVI, MOV, JPG, PNG,
TIF, BMP, DOC, XLS,
PPS, RTV, MDV, EPS,
PDF, HMTL, PSD,
ZIP, RAR, WMV, MIDI,
WMA, MP3, AAC,
OGG, SND, MP3 9.
Recover even deep-
located files 10.
Recover files from
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removable drives and
from multiple sources
11. Find lost files and
folders 12. Fix bad
sectors 13. Search for
lost files and folders
14. Recover files from
CD, DVD, USB and
other removable drives
15. Find files on hard
drive 16. Recover lost
data in FAT, NTFS
and other file systems
17. Recover even
deep-located files 18.
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Automatic File Search
19. Recover files from
multiple drives at the
same time 20. NTFS
Volume on multiple
drives at the same
time 21. Recover files
from hard drive 22.
Automatic File Search
23. Reclaim lost data
from hard drive 24.
Recover even deep-
located files 25.
Recover files from
multiple drives at the
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same time 26.
Recover files from CD,
DVD, USB and other
removable drives 27.
Recover files on hard
drive 28. Find files on
hard drive 29. Recover
files from USB, CD,
DVD, Hard Drive, Zip,
Memory Card and
other removable drives
30. Recover files from
hard drive 31. Recover
files from hard drive
32. Find files on hard
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drive 33. Recover files
from ZIP 34. Recover
files from hard drive
35. Automatic File
Search 36. Recover
files from multiple
drives at the same
time 37. Recover files
from multiple USB and
other removable drives
at the same time 38.
Recover files from ZIP
39. Recover files from
multiple drives at the
same time 40.
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Recover files from
multiple USB and
other removable drives
at the same time 41.
Recover files from
USB, CD, DVD, Hard
Drive, Zip, Memory
Card and other
removable drives

Davory Crack + Free License Key Download For Windows

You can restore files
that have been
formatted on your hard
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drive or storage drive,
including CDs, DVDs,
USB drives and
external storage
drives. This software
will scan the drive
looking for any deleted
files and help you
restore them back. It
will perform a scan in
just a matter of
seconds, after which it
will offer a user
friendly interface
allowing you to save
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the recovered files.
KEYMACRO is a disk
erasing program for
Windows (2000, XP,
Vista, 7) and MAC
users. Its purpose is to
completely remove all
data from the disk and
restore it with factory
default settings. It can
be used in one-off
operations as well as
for business reasons.
KEYMACRO will erase
the whole disk, all
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contents and settings
(including hidden,
protected, system,
volume, hidden
folders, swap and
hidden), except those
that are not listed in its
setup, such as the
system partition.
KEYMACRO cannot
be used to erase the
master boot record, so
that you can safely try
and use the disk to
make Windows
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bootable again.
Supported file formats:
WAV, MP3, JPEG,
TIFF, PNG, BMP,
DOC, XLS, PPS, RTV,
MDV, and EPS.
KEYMACRO
Description: Users of
software Xilisoft DVD
Ripper can enjoy the
following features,
which are embedded
inside this program.
Extract DVD/BluRay to
ISO image file or
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DVD/BluRay to an
AVI/Divx video file,
and create a DVD
menu. Tracks can be
put into your AVI/Divx
video file or into a
DVD folder. Combine
the video clips from
the DVD or from
different AVI/Divx
videos to create a
movie. You can create
a slideshow of the
video clips with any
transition effect. The
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output video can be
stored on hard drive,
burned to a CD or
DVD, uploaded to
YouTube or other
video sharing
websites. VIDEO XS
Description: You can
watch videos online, or
download them to your
computer. You can
watch free videos,
download HD video,
and download videos.
You can download
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videos from YouTube,
Yahoo Video,
Microsoft Video,
Google Video,
Facebook Video, and
other online video
sharing websites, and
play them in VLC
Media Player,
Windows Media
Player, or MPlayer. To
download videos, you
need to use the
downloading function.
If you want to play the
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video on your iPhone
or iPad, then you can
77a5ca646e
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Davory is a file
recovery tool that can
be used to restore
deleted files from your
drives. It allows you to
recover files that have
been lost due to
hardware failures or
broken media. It
supports a variety of
file formats, including
AVI, EPS, XLS, JPG,
WAV, PNG, BMP,
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TIFF, RAR, ZIP, and
DOC. It can also
restore files from CDs,
DVD, and external
media drives. Main
features: 1. Previews
most file types. 2.
Supports FAT12,
FAT16, FAT32, and
NTFS file systems. 3.
Supports most drives,
including hard drives,
floppy drives, CDs,
and DVDs. 4. Runs on
Windows 2000, XP,
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Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10. 5.
The application only
takes up a small
amount of memory. 6.
Recover files quickly.
7. Creates one-click
recovery points. 8.
You can customize the
time it takes for the
application to scan the
drive. 9. Supports
different file and folder
renaming rules. 10.
Quickly recovers files
from damaged discs
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and USB drives. 11.
Supports many other
file recovery
techniques such as
using the command
prompt, using
Windows Explorer,
and using third party
software. Note: This
tool can only recover
files that have not
been encrypted or
compressed by the
operating system. Visit
www.iranstudio.com
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for more information.
Universal Multitouch
Software for Microsoft
Windows This
program allows you to
use your multiple
Touchscreen devices
(desktop, mobile
phones, tablets,
gaming devices, etc.)
in the same system.
Now you can view and
edit Microsoft Office
documents,
spreadsheets,
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presentations and
charts in your favorite
touch screen device.
You can now connect
devices to your
computer in the same
way as a mouse or a
keyboard and use your
favorite touch screen
device in your
personal Office
software. Just drag
and drop to edit your
documents in your
favorite device and
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sync them with the
rest of your
documents, as if you
were using a single
screen device.
Universal Multitouch
Software has the
same functions as a
standard Microsoft
Windows PC. You can
zoom into documents
and edit them with the
scroll wheel, view and
edit pictures or easily
drag and drop and
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copy, cut, paste, print
or open Office
documents in your
mobile phone or tablet.
With Universal
Multitouch Software,
you can do the
following things: •
View, edit and

What's New In?

Davory is a lightweight
tool that is built to help
you restore files from
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formatted drives, as
well as recover
deleted documents.
The application offers
you two recovery
methods that you can
use. One relies on
using file names while
the other on their type.
Even though it leaves
such a small footprint
on both your hard
drive and system
resources Davory is
capable of recovering
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file formats such as
JPG, PNG, TIFF,
BMP, DOC, XLS,
PPS, RTV, MDV, EPS,
PDF, HTML, PSD,
ZIP, RAR, WAV, AVI
and many more. Its
functionality doesn’t
really rely on the
format of the drive as it
supports FAT12,
FAT16, FAT32, and
NTFS. Moreover, it
can restore files from
CDs, DVDs, and other
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external storage
mediums. It is
however useless in
case you want to
recover files that are
encrypted or
compressed at the
system level. Davory
displays a
comprehensive
interface that uses a
straightforward
approach in recovering
the files. You simply
run it, choose the drive
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or device you want to
recover from, select
the method and then
click the ‘OK’ button.
The time it takes for
Davory to scan a drive
and recover files
depends on the
storage structure and
size. But even so, the
application moves
quite fast. To avoid
spending an
unnecessary amount
of time on one scan,
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you can choose the
exact file formats you
are looking for,
narrowing down the
search. Besides this,
it’s also possible to
set a maximum
expected file size that
the application will
look for, as well as a
filename pattern.
When looking to
restore files with a
certain name, Davory
helps you out by
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allowing you to type in
the ones you are
looking for and offers
the feature of
performing a thorough
search. In closing,
despite the fact that
it’s a bit outdated,
Davory is still a nice
little tool to have
around when you need
a fast file recovery.
Davory Description:
Davory is a lightweight
tool that is built to help
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you restore files from
formatted drives, as
well as recover
deleted documents.
The application offers
you two recovery
methods that you can
use. One relies on
using file names while
the other on their type.
Even though it leaves
such a small footprint
on both your hard
drive and system
resources Davory is
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capable of recovering
file formats such as
JPG, PNG, TIFF,
BMP, DOC, XLS,
PPS, RTV, MDV, EPS,
PDF, HTML, PSD,
ZIP, RAR, WAV, AVI
and many more. Its
functionality doesn’t
really rely on the
format of the drive as it
supports FAT12,
FAT16, FAT32, and
NTFS. Moreover, it
can restore files
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System Requirements:

Windows - XP, Vista,
7, 8, 8.1 Mac - OS X -
10.4, 10.5, 10.6, 10.7,
10.8, 10.9, 10.10
Android - 2.2 -
Marshmallow PS3 -
PS3 5.50 PS4 - PS4
1.73 Xbox 360 - Xbox
One Xbox One - Xbox
One iOS - 8.1 Android
- 4.0 - Kitkat Android -
4.1 - Lollipop
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